
Make the most of all your features with these 
simple tricks. By Megan Deem

BIGGER, BRIGHTER EYES “I always 
start with Lumify Eye Drops [$14.99],” says makeup artist and Dior ambassador 
Sabrina Bedrani. “They’re the best eyedrops to get rid of redness, and they also 
make your eyes brighter.” Next, she applies a light, shimmery shadow all over the 
lid, followed by a darker color on the outer corners. “Having a light base creates a 
nice dimension that makes the eye look larger, even when you blend a deeper or 
more vibrant color on top,” Bedrani says. Finish by adding two coats of black 
mascara, such as Physicians Formula Organic Wear FakeOut Mascara ($10.49).

PLUMPER LIPS According to makeup artist Charlotte 
Tilbury, “Lip liner is a girl’s best friend.” Starting at the outer corners of your 
mouth, trace the pencil just outside your natural lip line. “This will help cheat a 
fuller pout, create symmetry to the lips, and stop lipstick from bleeding,” she explains. 
In order to amplify your smile, Tilbury suggests selecting a liner and lipstick that 
mimic the natural shade of your lips.

SCULPTED CHEEKS Using a warm, natural shade 
of contour powder, like Charlotte Tilbury Filmstar Bronze & Glow ($68; shop 
BAZAAR.com. ), “suck in your cheeks and follow the hollow!” Tilbury says. Once 
you’re done, go over your work with a large brush and “blend, blend, blend,” she says. 

FULLER BROWS “The key to keeping your brows 
looking natural is not to overdraw or overfill them,” says Bedrani, who recommends 
the ultrafine Dior Diorshow Brow Styler in 001 Universal Brown ($29). She says 
the pencil works on almost everyone. “Draw light strokes going from bottom to top 
in the same direction as the hair.” Bedrani ends by brushing brows up with gel.

VOLUMINOUS HAIR For a full, bouncy style, 
skip the silky blowout. “You lose volume that way,” says Kérastase Paris celeb-
rity hairstylist Jennifer Yepez. “Instead when I dry I leave hair a bit fluffy—not 
frizzy—but just so I maintain the volume at the roots.” A common mistake 
people make when going for big hair, Yepez says, is not using enough product: 
“Ensure that it goes all over, not just at the top of your head. I always apply my 
mousse or volume spray from root to mid-shaft.” For lift that lasts, reach for 
Kérastase V.I.P. Volume in Powder Texturizing Spray ($28). n

S T E P S  T O  G O R G E O U S

130 SEE WHERE TO BUY FOR SHOPPING DETAILS= BUY ON SHOPBAZAAR.COM

BEAUTY BAZAAR  
Try Essie Gel Couture 
in Lady in Red for  
a classic shade that 
won’t chip ($11.50). M
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